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Abstract: We show that in the simplest theories of spontaneous symmetry breaking one
can have a stage of a fast-roll inflation. In this regime the standard slow-roll condition
|m2| ≪ H2 is violated. Nevertheless, this stage can be rather long if |m| is sufficiently small.
Fast-roll inflation can be useful for generating proper initial conditions for the subsequent
stage of slow-roll inflation in the very early universe. It may also be responsible for the
present stage of accelerated expansion of the universe. We also make two observations
of a more general nature. First of all, the universe after a long stage of inflation (either
slow-roll or fast-roll) cannot reach anti-de Sitter regime even if the cosmological constant is
negative. Secondly, the theories with the potentials with a “stable” minimum at V (φ) < 0
in the cosmological background exhibit the same instability as the theories with potentials
unbounded from below. This instability leads to the development of singularity with the
properties practically independent of V (φ). However, the development of the instability
in some cases may be so slow that the theories with the potentials unbounded from below
can describe the present stage of cosmic acceleration even if this acceleration occurs due
to the fast-roll inflation.
Keywords: eld.pbr.ctg.sgm.
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1. Introduction
Most of the realistic versions of inflationary cosmology such as new inflation [1], chaotic
inflation [2] and hybrid inflation [3] are based on the assumption that the scalar field φ
driving inflation satisfies certain slow-roll conditions. One of the simplest conditions is
|m2| ≪ H2, where m is the mass of the inflaton field φ and H is the Hubble constant [4].
If one uses the system of units Mp = 1 (where Mp = 2.4 × 1018 GeV = (8πG)−1/2), one
has H2 = V/3 during inflation, and the condition |m2| ≪ H2 can be expressed in a simple
form η = |V
′′|
|V | ≪ 1. The second slow-roll condition is ǫ = 12
(
V ′
V
)2
≪ 1 [5].
The slow-roll conditions serve two purposes: They make the total expansion of the uni-
verse during the stage of inflation very large, and they ensure that the spectrum of adiabatic
density perturbations produced during inflation is almost scale-independent. Density per-
turbations are produced due to quantum effects during inflation [6]. They are playing a
critical role in the subsequent process of formation of the large-scale structure of the uni-
verse [4, 5]. For η ≪ 1 and ν ≪ 1, the deviation from scale-independence (flatness) of
the spectrum is characterized by the factor n− 1 ≈ 2η − 6ǫ [5]. If the slow-roll conditions
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are satisfied, one has n ≈ 1. Recent observations of anisotropy of the cosmic microwave
background radiation suggest that |n− 1| ∼< 0.1 [7].
However, there are many theories where one has |m2| = O(H2). For example, if the
field φ nonminimally couples to gravity, it may acquire a correction to the mass squared
∆m2 = ξR. Here R is the curvature scalar, R = 12H2 during inflation. For the popular
choice ξ = 1/6 (conformal coupling) one finds ∆m2 = 2H2. A similar situation appears
in N=1 supergravity, where the scalar fields quite often acquire corrections ∆m2 = O(H2)
[8].
Recently a closely related issue has been studied in the context of N=8, N=4, and N=2
gauged supergravity. It was found that in all known models of this type every extremum of
the effective potential of the scalar field with V (φ) > 0 corresponds either to a maximum
or to a saddle point. The curvature V ′′ of the effective potential in the direction of the
steepest descent in all of these models is equal to −2V . This corresponds to the tachyonic
(i.e. negative) mass squared V ′′ = −6H2 [9].
Thus we see that there are many theories where |m2| = O(H2), i.e. the slow-roll
condition η = |V
′′|
|V | ≪ 1 is violated. Does this mean that such theories cannot describe
inflation/acceleration of the universe?
This question was addressed in [9], where a simple model of the fast-roll inflation was
presented. In this paper we will briefly summarize the main idea of the fast-roll inflation
and discuss possible implications of the new scenario. Fast-roll inflation can be useful
for generating proper initial conditions for the subsequent stage of slow-roll inflation in
the very early universe. It may also be responsible for the present stage of accelerated
expansion of the universe.
In the last case, one make consider four distinct possibilities: The potential for the
scalar field may have a minimum at V (φ) > 0, at V (φ) = 0, or at V (φ) < 0, or it may
be unbounded from below. Naively, one could expect that if the potential V (φ) has a
minimum, the field φ eventually rolls to the minimum of V (φ) and stays there: If V (φ) has
a minimum at V > 0, the universe will eventually behave as de Sitter space; the minimum
with V = 0 will correspond to Minkowski regime, whereas in the case when the minimum
occurs at V < 0, we will wind up in anti-de Sitter space with a negative cosmological
constant.
However, we will show that when one considers this issue in the cosmological back-
ground, the behavior of the universe with V (φ) < 0 is more complicated. First of all, the
universe after a long stage of inflation (either slow-roll or fast-roll) cannot reach anti-de
Sitter regime even if the cosmological constant is negative. This is a simple consequence
of the Friedmann equation H2 = ρ(φ)/3 for the flat universe. The second observation is
related to the first one but is a little bit less trivial: The theories with potentials having
a “stable” minimum at V (φ) < 0 exhibit the same kind of instability in the cosmological
background as the theories with potentials unbounded from below. This instability leads
to the development of singularity with the properties practically independent of V (φ).
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Thus, the existence of the minimum does not yet guarantee safety. On the other hand,
the development of the instability in some cases may be so slow that the theories with the
potentials unbounded from below, as well as the potentials with the minimum at V (φ) < 0,
can describe the present stage of cosmic acceleration even if this acceleration occurs due
to the fast-roll inflation.
2. Dynamics of spontaneous symmetry breaking and fast-roll inflation
Consider a theory of a scalar field φ with potential V (φ) and energy density ρ(φ) = V (φ)+
φ˙2/2 + (∂iφ)
2/2. The general Friedmann equation in units Mp = 1 (which we are going to
use in the main part of this paper) looks as follows:
H2 +
k
a2
=
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a2
=
ρ(φ)
3
. (2.1)
Here k = ±1, 0 for a closed, open or flat universe correspondingly. In this paper we will
assume that the universe is flat, which is a very good approximation once inflation begins.
In this case
H2 =
(
a˙
a
)2
=
ρ(φ)
3
. (2.2)
Suppose that the potential V (φ) has a maximum at φ = 0. Usually one can represent
any such potential as
V (φ) = V0 − m
2φ2
2
(2.3)
in the vicinity of the maximum. The last term implies that the field φ near the top of the
potential corresponds to the tachyonic (unstable) mode with the mass squared V ′′ = −m2.
We will assume for simplicity that this expression for V (φ) is valid at least for |φ| ≤ φ∗,
where V (φ∗) = V0/2, i.e.
φ∗ =
√
V0
m
. (2.4)
What is so special about φ∗? Suppose the field falls down from φ ≪ φ0 to φ∗ during
the time ∆t with a small initial kinetic and gradient energy φ˙2/2, (∂iφ)
2/2 ≪ V0. If the
motion of the field slows down because of the rapid expansion of the universe, the energy
density ρ(φ) ≈ V (φ) decreases 2 times when the field reaches φ = φ∗, and the Hubble
constant decreases only by a factor of 1/
√
2. If the field does not slow down, ρ remains
approximately equal to V0. Thus in both cases H remains approximately constant, so that
one can use the following estimate for the total growth of the universe during inflation:
a(t∗)
a0
≈ eHt∗ , (2.5)
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where H2 ≈ V0/3, and t∗ is the time when the field φ reaches φ∗.
In the theories with φ∗ ≫ 1 the universe may expand nearly exponentially even for
φ > φ∗, as in the simplest chaotic inflation models [2]. In this paper we will restrict
ourselves to the models with φ ∼< 1. In this case inflation, if it ever begins, ends at φ ∼ φ∗.
If the field φ is sufficiently homogeneous, its motion in the theory (2.3) for H = const
can be described by equation [4]
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙ = −V ′ = m2φ . (2.6)
One may look for solutions of Eq. (2.6) in the form φ = φ0e
iωt. This yields [4]
ω2 − 3iHω +m2 = O , (2.7)
which gives
ω = i
(
3H
2
±
√
9H2
4
+m2
)
. (2.8)
The solution with the sign + corresponds to the exponentially decreasing field, which
rapidly disappears, whereas the solution with the sign - corresponds to the exponentially
growing field φ:
φ(t) = φ0 exp
[(
Ht · F (m2/H2))] , (2.9)
where
F (m2/H2) =
√
9
4
+
m2
H2
− 3
2
. (2.10)
Equation (2.9) allows us to give a simple estimate for the total expansion of the universe
during the period of inflation:
eHt∗ =
(
φ∗
φ0
)1/F
. (2.11)
There are two important limiting cases for which these results can be written more
explicitly. For m≪ H (slow-roll inflation) one has
F (m2/H2) =
m2
3H2
, (2.12)
φ = φ0 exp
m2t
3H
, (2.13)
and
eHt∗ =
(
φ∗
φ0
)3H2/m2
=
(
φ∗
φ0
)V/|V ′′|
. (2.14)
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The last result once again demonstrates the importance of the slow-roll conditionm2 ≪ H2:
The smaller is the ratio m2/H2, the greater is the total expansion of the universe during
the period of inflation.
Meanwhile, for m≫ H (very fast roll) one has
F (m2/H2) =
m
H
, (2.15)
φ = φ0 e
Ht , (2.16)
and
eHt∗ =
(
φ∗
φ0
)H/m
. (2.17)
For the theories with m2 = O(H2) the knowledge of these two limiting cases is instruc-
tive but insufficient. Fortunately, one can easily find the numerical values of the function
F−1(x), which enters Eq. (2.11), for all values of x = m2/H2. In particular, F−1(1) = 3.3,
F−1(6) = 0.73, F−1(12) = 0.44. We will use these results shortly.
But before going any further we must specify initial conditions. Formally, one can take
φ0 as small as one wants, and get an indefinitely long stage of inflation. So what prevents
us from taking φ0 = 0 and having inflation during spontaneous symmetry breaking in the
electroweak theory?
The answer is that φ0 in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11) cannot be taken smaller than the level
of quantum fluctuations with momenta k < m, since such fluctuations also experience
exponential growth, even in the absence of a homogeneous field φ0. For example, for
m≫ H one has
δφk(t) ∼ δφk(0)e
√
m2−k2 t. (2.18)
Typically, the growth of these quantum fluctuations, rather than the growth of the homo-
geneous mode of the field φ, is responsible for spontaneous symmetry breaking [10].
A typical initial amplitude of all quantum fluctuations with k < m participating in the
exponential growth of the field φ depends on the way one prepares initial conditions for
inflation/spontaneous symmetry breaking. To get an idea of a possible amplitude of initial
quantum fluctuations, we will follow [10] and assume that the mode functions describing
quantum fluctuations in the symmetric phase φ = 0 at the moment close to t = 0 are
the same as for a massless field, φk =
1√
2k
e−ikt+i~k~x. Then at t = 0 we ‘turn on’ the term
−m2φ2/2 corresponding to the negative mass squared −m2. The modes with k = |~k| < m
grow exponentially. Initial dispersion of all growing fluctuations with k < m was given by
〈δφ2〉 =
m∫
0
dk2
8π2
=
m2
8π2
, (2.19)
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and the average initial amplitude of all fluctuations with k < m was given by δφ ∼ m/2π
[10]. However, this is a slight overestimate. For example, fluctuations with k = m/2
grow with a somewhat smaller speed than the fluctuations with k = m/4. Over a large
time interval this small difference becomes more and more important. Consequently, if
the field falls down during the time much greater than m−1 (and this is the regime where
one may get inflation), the main contribution to the growing field distribution is given by
fluctuations with k ≪ m. The initial amplitude of such fluctuations will be somewhat
smaller than m/2π. For simplicity, we will assume that the smallest possible effective value
of φ0 in our equations is m/C with C = O(10). Numerical simulations performed in [10]
suggest that C is somewhat greater than 10. Precise details will not be very important for
our estimates, where we will simply replace φ0 by m/10 to find the maximal possible value
of the expansion factor eHt∗ for a given model:
eHt∗ ∼
(
10φ∗
m
)1/F
. (2.20)
Now we are ready to estimate the maximal possible value of the expansion factor
eHt∗ in various models. In the theories with the potentials (2.3) with m = O(H) one has
φ∗ ∼Mp = 1, so that
eHt∗ ∼
(
10
m
)1/F
. (2.21)
Consider now the simplest case m = H. In this case one has F−1(1) = 3.3. In the theories
with m ∼ H one has φ∗ ∼Mp = 1, so for φ0 ∼ 10m−1 (i.e. for the initial value of the field
provided by quantum fluctuations [10]) one has
eHt∗ ∼
(
10
m
)3.3
. (2.22)
Clearly, for m≪ 1 (i.e. for m≪Mp) this number can be quite significant.
To be more specific, consider an extreme possibility that such models are responsible
for the present stage of accelerated expansion of the universe with the Hubble constant
H ∼ 10−60 (i.e. m = H ∼ 10−60Mp) [11, 7]. Then inflation in an unstable state close to
the maximum of the potential in such a theory can lead to expansion of the universe by a
factor that can be as large as
eHt∗ ∼ (1061)3.3 ∼ 10200 ∼ e460 . (2.23)
This is more than sufficient to explain the observed single e-folding of accelerated expansion
of the universe at the present epoch.
Meanwhile if one takes m ∼ 102 GeV ∼ 10−16Mp, which corresponds to the electroweak
scale, one can obtain fast-roll inflation by a factor of
eHt∗ ∼ (1017)3.3 ∼ 1056 ∼ e130 . (2.24)
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Let us take m = 10−1, which corresponds to m ∼ 2× 1017 GeV. In this case one finds
eHt∗ ∼ (102)3.3 ∼ 106.6 ∼ e15 . (2.25)
Even in the limiting case m = H = 1 we can have a short stage of inflation,
eHt∗ ∼ 103.3 ∼ e7.5 . (2.26)
Efficiency of the fast-roll inflation rapidly decreases when one considers the regime with
H ≪ m, or when m approaches the Planck mass scale Mp = 1. An interesting example
is provided by gauged N=8 supergravity, where, as we already mentioned, |V ′′| = 2V , i.e.
m2 = 6H2 [9]. In terms of our potential V (φ) = V0 − m
2φ2
2
this implies that the point φ∗,
which corresponds to V (φ∗) = V0/2, is given by φ∗ = 1/
√
2. In dimensional units this is
equivalent to having φ∗ ∼ 1.7×1018 GeV. In this model one has F (m2/H2) = F (6) = 1.37,
and 1/F = 0.73. Then, for m =
√
6H ∼ 2× 10−60Mp one finds
eHt∗ ∼ (5 1060)0.73 ∼ 1044 ∼ e100 . (2.27)
Thus, fast-roll inflation in N=8 gauged supergravity could be responsible for up to 100
e-folds of exponential expansion of the universe with the Hubble constant similar to its
present value H ∼ 10−60Mp.
On the other hand, for m =
√
6H ∼ 102 GeV one has
eHt∗ ∼ 1013 ∼ e28 . (2.28)
One should note that all known potentials of N=8 gauged supergravity with an ex-
tremum at V > 0 are unbounded from below, see e.g. [12, 13] and [9], so one needs to
find some other potentials to describe inflation in the early universe. However, it is quite
interesting that if the energy scale corresponding to such potentials is extremely small,
m ∼ 10−60Mp, then we can safely live near the top of the effective potential for hundreds
of billions of years and experience exponential expansion... until the big crunch [9].
To give a different (and safe) example, one may consider a simplest model of inflation
during the process of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the theory with the potential
V (φ) =
λ
4
(φ2 − v2)2 = −1
2
m2φ2 +
m2
4v2
φ4 +
1
4
m2v2 . (2.29)
Here m2 = λv2, and φ = v corresponds to the minimum of V (φ) with symmetry breaking.
The Hubble constant at φ = 0 in this model is given by H2 = m
2v2
12
, so that F (m2/H2) =
F (12/v2).
Inflation in this model was considered a long ago in [14]; this was the second realization
of chaotic inflation scenario [2]. However, at that time we concentrated on the slow-roll
regime with m2 ≪ H2, v ≫ 1. Now we have a different goal. Since we know that in
many supergravity-inspired models we may have a natural scale for spontaneous symmetry
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breaking v = O(1), we are going to find out whether such models may also lead to a stage
of inflation.
One can easily check that the fast-roll inflation in the model (2.29) with m = O(H)
occurs for φ ∼< v/2. Assuming, e.g., v = 1 one finds m2 = 12H2 and F−1(12) = 0.44. For
H ∼ 10−60Mp one finds that the fast-roll inflation in this case can lead to expansion of the
universe by a factor of
eHt∗ ∼ 1026 ∼ e60 , (2.30)
whereas for m ∼ 100 GeV, one finds
eHt∗ ∼ 107 . (2.31)
3. Possible implications of the fast-roll inflation
3.1 Fast-roll inflation and non-eternal quintessence
One of the problems of the modern cosmology is to find a proper mechanism which drives
the present stage of the accelerated expansion/inflation of the universe [7, 11]. The present
inflationary stage may be driven either by the constant positive vacuum energy V0 ∼
10−120M4p , or by a scalar field with the potential which leads to a quasi-inflationary stage
and which is equal to V (φ) ∼ 10−120M4p at the present moment. It is often assumed that
V (φ) very slowly decreases at φ→∞ [15]. In such models an accelerated expansion of the
universe continues for an indefinitely long time (“eternal quintessence”). However, recently
it was argued that it may be difficult to describe eternal quintessence in the context of M-
theory [16], and several suggestions have been made how one could make the present stage
of acceleration of the universe long but finite, see e.g. [17, 18]. We believe that one of the
easiest ways to do so is to use inflation in the simplest model of spontaneous symmetry
breaking (2.29). If the parameter v in this model is very large, v ≫ 1, we will have the
standard slow-roll inflation. For v = 1 we have a very long stage of the fast-roll inflation,
eHt∗ ∼ e60, see Eq. (2.30). Meanwhile the only thing we need is to explain the observed
single e-fold of the accelerated expansion. Eqs. (2.17) and (2.21) imply that one can
achieve it even if H ∼ 10−2m, for v ∼> 3 × 10−2Mp ∼ 1017 GeV. In other words, one can
have accelerated expansion in the simplest model of spontaneous symmetry breaking with
H ∼ 10−60Mp even if the amplitude of spontaneous symmetry breaking v is thirty times
smaller than the Planck scale. In this regime the slow-roll condition |m2| ≪ H2 is violated
by 4 orders of magnitude!
Moreover, to describe the present stage of the accelerated expansion one can use even
the simplest potential V (φ) = V0 − m
2φ2
2
, as in Eq. (2.3). The potentials of that type
appear in N = 8 supergravity, see e.g. [12, 13, 9]. This potential is unbounded from below,
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but since this danger will reveal itself many billions of years in the future, one should not
discard such models.
In this respect I would like to make two observations. Both of them are rather simple,
but I believe that they deserve some attention.
3.1.1 Long stage of inflation cannot lead to the universe dominated by Λ < 0.
One of the aspects of the cosmological constant problem is the choice of sign of the vacuum
energy Λ. In general, for the open universe case one may have a solution to the Friedmann
equation H2 − a−2 = Λ/3 for Λ < 0: a(t) =
√
3
|Λ| sin
(√
|Λ|
3
t
)
. This is a specific
section of anti de Sitter space that is so popular in M-theory and brane cosmology. Thus
one may wonder whether it is possible to achieve the anti-de Sitter regime in the realistic
cosmological models.
The answer to this question is very simple, though perhaps somewhat unexpected:
One cannot reach the anti-de Sitter regime after a long stage of inflation. In other words,
one of the predictions of inflationary cosmology is that we cannot wind up in AdS space.
Indeed, after a long stage of inflation in the early universe, the universe becomes almost
exactly flat. This effectively means that the term k a−2 with k = ±1, 0 can be omitted in
the general Friedmann equation (2.1). The Friedmann equation H2 = ρ/3 describing flat
universe (2.2) does not have any solutions with ρ(φ) < 0. Therefore AdS universe with
the energy density dominated by the negative cosmological constant cannot appear after
inflation, unless one considers open inflation with Ω < 1. Thus, one of the consequences
of the standard inflationary prediction Ω = 1 is that our universe cannot reach the AdS
regime. This observation is rather trivial, but the existence of relation between inflation
in the early universe and the energy density at the present epoch is quite interesting. It
may be important to keep it in mind when discussing the cosmological constant problem:
Because of inflation, we cannot live in the universe dominated by the negative cosmological
constant.
3.1.2 The potentials with minima at V (φ) < 0 lead to a singular behavior of the
field φ, just like the potentials unbounded from below.
The previous comment implies that, from the point of view of cosmology, the potentials
that are bounded from below but have a minimum at V (φ) < 0 are not much better
than the potentials unbounded from below. Indeed, the worst thing about the potentials
unbounded from below is that the field φ can fall down to indefinitely large negative values
of V (φ) causing some kind of singular behavior. But exactly the same (though for a
slightly different reason) happens in any theory with the potential having a minimum with
V (φ) < 0. According to the Friedmann equation H2 = ρ/3, a homogeneous field φ cannot
relax near the minimum with V (φ) < 0, it must move so that ρ(φ) = V +φ˙2/2 remains non-
negative. On the other hand, the kinetic energy of the field φ can only decrease during the
stage of expansion. Once the universe reaches the regime ρ(φ) = V + φ˙2/2 = 0, the Hubble
– 9 –
constant vanishes, i.e. the universe reaches its maximal size and stops expanding. But this
state is unstable; the universe bounces back, the Hubble constant becomes negative, and
the universe collapses, see e.g. [19, 20].
As we will see now, the cosmological singularity involves the singular behavior of metric
and of the scalar field. This behavior occurs for the potentials bounded and unbounded
from below, once the scalar field may reach the regime with V < 0. This is a rather counter-
intuitive conclusion which could not be reached if we would neglect the back-reaction of
the scalar field on the expansion of the universe.
Here we present the results of the numerical investigation of the behavior of the scalar
field φ(t) and the scale factor a(t) in two models. The first one is the model with V (φ) =
V0−m
2φ2
2
, with the potential unbounded from below, see Fig. 1. As we see, in the beginning
the universe experiences a stage of inflation. At this stage the “friction term” 3Hφ˙ in the
equation of motion of the scalar field becomes negative, which speeds up the growth of the
field φ and leads to a rapid collapse of the universe. Then the field φ grows, the potential
becomes negative, and soon after that the universe begins to collapse.
20 40 60 80 100
2
4
6
8
10φ
t 20 40 60 80 100
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
t
a
Figure 1: Evolution of the scalar field and the scale factor in the model with V (φ) = V0 − m
2φ2
2
.
The second model has the standard potential used for the description of spontaneous
symmetry breaking, Eq. (2.29), but we added to it a negative cosmological constant Λ < 0
so that V (φ) = λ
4
(φ2 − v2)2 + Λ becomes negative in the minimum of V (φ) at φ = v. As
we see in Fig. 2, in this case the scalar field experiences a stage of oscillations near the
minimum of the effective potential with V (φ) = Λ < 0, but then it jumps off the minimum
and blows up because of the “negative friction” in the collapsing universe. Interestingly, for
most of the values of the parameters of the model (though not for all values), the field that
originally moved towards the minimum with φ = +v blows up in the direction φ → −∞,
and vice versa. The reason is that at the initial stages of the development of the instability
the field φ is most efficiently accelerated by the negative friction if for a while it moves in
a relatively flat direction, i.e. from one minimum to another, instead of directly moving
upwards.
However, when the field accelerates enough, it continues growing with the speed prac-
tically independent of V (φ). Consequently the structure of the singularity practically does
– 10 –
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Figure 2: Evolution of the scalar field and the scale factor in the model with V (φ) = λ
4
(φ2−v2)2+Λ,
with Λ < 0.
not depend on the choice of the effective potential, unless the potential is exponentially
steep. Indeed, let us assume for a second that in our investigation of the singularity one
can neglect V (φ), and then check whether such an approximation is self-consistent.
In this approximation the energy density is determined not by V (φ) but by φ˙2/2, and
the corresponding equation of state is p = ρ. This leads to the collapse of the universe
with a(τ) = τ1/3, where τ is the time remaining before the singularity at t = ts is reached:
τ = ts − t [4]. In this regime one has H = 1/3τ , H2 = φ˙2/6, and
|φ| =
√
2
3
ln τ,
φ˙2
2
∼ 1
3 τ2
. (3.1)
It is clear therefore that for all potentials V (φ) growing at large φ no faster than some
power of φ one has φ˙2/2 growing towards the singularity much faster than V (φ) (a power
law singularity versus a logarithmic singularity). This means that one can indeed neglect
V (φ) in the investigation of the singularity, essentially independently of the choice of the
potential. The theories where V (φ) becomes negative lead to a recollapsing flat universe
with the energy density near the singularity being dominated by the kinetic energy of the
scalar field, and with a(τ) = τ1/3.
Thus we see that when one takes gravity into account, then, from the point of view of
the singular behavior of the field φ(t) and of the scalar factor a(t), the potentials having a
global minimum with V (φ) < 0 are as dangerous as the potentials unbounded from below.
The only difference is that in the theories where the potential is bounded from below there
is an epoch where the scalar field oscillates near the minimum of V (φ) and the energy
density of the universe (including the energy of particles produced by the decay of the
field φ) remains positive. If Λ is sufficiently small, this epoch can be very long. On the
other hand, the fast-roll inflation for small tachyonic mass |m| in the theory with V (φ)
unbounded from below also can be extremely long. In both cases we can live for a long
time in an unstable state until the universe finally collapses.1
1It would be very interesting to find what may happen with the universe after the collapse, but despite
many old and recent attempts to answer this question the problem of cosmological singularity still remains
unresolved.
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Note that if one does not add a negative cosmological constant to the potential
V (φ) = λ
4
(φ2−v2)2, or adds a positive cosmological constant, then the flat universe does not
collapse but continues expanding for indefinitely long time. In the models studied in this
paper the stage of accelerated expansion occurs in a state where V (φ) remains practically
time-independent until the very end of the long stage of acceleration. Thus, all available
observational data can hardly tell the difference between the purely exponential expansion
due to the positive cosmological constant and one of the regimes described above. This
means, in particular, that one cannot say whether we are going to end up in an empty expo-
nentially expanding space, or the universe is going to slow down and approach Minkowski
regime with zero cosmological constant, or it is going to collapse [19, 21]. It is kind of sad
that we cannot tell much about the way our part of the universe is going to die. A partial
encouragement is that in many versions of inflationary theory the universe is capable of
reproducing itself [22, 23]. Moreover, instead of a simple mechanical self-replication, in
the process of inflationary self-reproduction the universe can mutate, change its “genetic
code,” and re-emerge in all of its possible forms, giving rise to all possible types of life [23].
3.2 Fast-roll inflation and scalar field perturbations in the very early universe
After discussing the present stage of acceleration of the universe, it is time to return to the
possibility of the fast-roll inflation in the very early universe, with |m| just slightly below
the Planck mass. As we have seen, in this case inflation is very short and inefficient. But
we can find some use for it too.
Indeed, suppose that in addition to the field φ with |m2| = O(H2) there is another field
χ that remains relatively light during the fast-roll inflation, |m2χ| ≪ |m2| = O(H2). Then
the long-wavelength perturbations of this field are generated during inflation. If inflation
occurs during the time t, the average amplitude of such perturbations is given by [4]
√
〈χ2〉 = H
2π
√
Ht . (3.2)
For example, using our estimates of the duration of inflation in the theory with the potential
V (φ) = V0−m2φ2/2 withm = H (or, more realistically, in the theory V (φ) = λ4 (φ2−v2)2 =
−1
2
m2φ2 + m
2
4v2φ
4 + 1
4
m2v2 with m = H) one finds, for m = 1,
√
〈χ2〉 = 1
2π
√
7.5 ∼ 0.4 , (3.3)
i.e.
√
〈χ2〉 ∼ 1018 GeV. Meanwhile for m = H = 0.1 one has
√
〈χ2〉 = 1
2π
√
15 ∼ 0.06 , (3.4)
i.e.
√
〈χ2〉 ∼ 1017 GeV.
This effect can be very useful for providing proper initial conditions for a subsequent
stage of slow-roll inflation, if the light field ξ can play the role of the inflaton field.
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There are some inflationary models, such as the simplest models of chaotic inflation
with polynomial potentials, where inflation may start at a density very close to the Planck
density and may continue until V (φ) becomes relatively small. (The last condition is
necessary in order to produce small density perturbations, as well as gravitational waves
with a small amplitude ∼ H/Mp.) In such models inflation may begin and enter a stage of
eternal self-reproduction if one has a single sufficiently homogeneous domain of a smallest
possible size l = O(1) (i.e. l ∼ M−1p ) [2, 23]. Thus we believe that such models do not
suffer from the problem of initial conditions [4].
However, there are many inflationary models where inflation is possible only at H
many orders of magnitude smaller than Mp. For example, in most of the models where
inflation occurs near the top of the effective potential [1], as well as in most of the versions
of hybrid inflation [3], the Hubble constant practically does not change during inflation.
In order to avoid excessive gravitational wave production in such models one must have
V ∼< 10−10M4p during inflation. Thus inflation in such models may start only rather late,
at t ∼ H−1 ≫ M−1p . This leads to a problem of initial conditions required for inflation
to begin in such models. In particular, it becomes difficult to explain the homogeneity of
the universe on a scale l ∼ H−1 ≫ M−1p at the beginning of inflation. If the universe is
closed and dominated by nonrelativistic matter (or by an oscillating massive scalar field),
then it collapses before it reaches the stage of inflation, unless its total mass is greater than
20M2p /H ∼> 106Mp [4].
Fortunately, these problems disappear if one has an earlier stage of “bad” inflation,
which produces unacceptable density perturbations and gravitational waves, but then trig-
gers a subsequent stage of low-scale slow-roll inflation [24].
The basic idea, in application to the fast-roll inflation, is as follows. One may have a
stage of a fast-roll inflation beginning at a nearly Planckian density, starting in a domain
of a nearly Planckian size. The probability of such event should not be strongly suppressed
[4]. Inflation continues for a longer time if the universe initially was in a state with the
scalar field very close to the top of the effective potential. There are at least three ways to
achieve it.
First of all, this may happen due to the interaction of the inflaton field φ with other
fields in the universe. These fields may be in a state of thermal equilibrium forcing the field
φ to take the value φ = 0, as in the new inflation scenario [1]. It was very difficult to achieve
this regime in the standard version of new inflation because we wanted to have the field φ
extremely weakly interacting with matter in order to produce small density perturbations.
Such a field would not come to a state of thermal equilibrium with other fields [4]. Also,
we wanted inflation to begin at t ∼ H−1 ≫M−1p , which was problematic; see a discussion
above. In the case of the fast-roll inflation these requirements are not necessary and the
corresponding complications do not appear.
Another possibility to put the field φ to the top of its effective potential is to use its
interaction with other classical scalar fields, as in the hybrid inflation scenario [3, 25, 26].
Finally, one may consider a possibility of quantum creation of the universe from “nothing.”
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According to [27], this process is not strongly suppressed if it occurs at the nearly Planckian
energy density, and the universe is typically created at the top of the effective potential,
which is exactly what we need to make inflation as long as possible.
Even in this case the stage of the fast-roll inflation may be very short, but it may be
long enough to make the universe large and relatively homogeneous. For example, after
the short stage of inflation by a factor of 103.3 in a model with |m2| = H2 (see Eq. (2.26))
the total mass of a closed universe in the theory with m = Mp becomes 10
10Mp. For
m = H = 10−1Mp the total mass of the universe after the fast-roll inflation becomes even
greater, about 1015Mp. Thus there is no danger that it will collapse before H drops down
below 10−5Mp.
Due to inflation and subsequent expansion of the universe, the fluctuations of the scalar
field χ look like a nearly homogeneous classical scalar field χ. However, this field takes
different values in different parts of the universe. Those parts where the resulting values of
χ correspond to good initial conditions for the slow-roll inflation driven by the field χ will
expand exponentially, whereas the parts with bad initial conditions will remain small. In
particular, in some parts of the universe quantum fluctuations may bring the field χ to the
top of its effective potential, as in the new inflation scenario. The situation is especially
interesting in the hybrid inflation scenario, where the fluctuations may grow only along
the flat valley of the effective potential because the potential is very curved in all other
directions. This is exactly what is needed to provide proper initial conditions for hybrid
inflation.
Of course, this mechanism of generation of good initial conditions for the slow-roll
inflation works even better if the initial stage of inflation is of the slow-roll type [24]. We
just wanted to emphasize here that even a relatively short stage of a fast-roll inflation
can resolve the problem of initial conditions for various models of the low-scale slow-roll
inflation.
In addition, even a short stage of the fast roll inflation may help us to solve the problem
of symmetry breaking in SUSY GUTs and to justify a rather strong version of the anthropic
principle.
Indeed, very soon after the invention of the new inflation scenario it became clear that
inflation may consistently describe the universe consisting of different exponentially large
parts with different laws of low-energy physics in each of them. This provided what, I
believe, was the first scientific justification of the weak anthropic principle [28].
One of the simplest implications of this idea was the discussion of symmetry breaking
in the supersymmetric SU(5) model. The problem was that this theory contains has a
SU(5) minimum with no symmetry breaking separated from the SU(4) × U(1) minimum
and the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) minimum by the barriers of the GUT height. Each of these
minima have the same depth. If the universe initially were hot, then in the beginning the
potential had only the SU(5) minimum, so it was not clear how could we manage to wind
up in the SU(3) × SU(2)× U(1) minimum.
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A possible answer was that this happened because inflation produced large perturba-
tions of the field Φ. (This is the field that breaks the SU(5) symmetry.) In some parts of
the universe this field drifted from the SU(5) minimum to the SU(4)× U(1) minimum or
the SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1) minimum. As a result, the universe became divided into many
exponentially large domains with different types of symmetry breaking, and we live in one
of the exponentially large SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) domains where life of our type is possible
[29].
The only problem with this idea was that in the standard version of the new inflation
scenario [1] the value of H2 is several orders of magnitude smaller than the curvature of
the effective potential in the SU(5) minimum. Therefore the required long-wavelength
perturbations of the field Φ are not generated in the SU(5) minimum. This problem
disappears in the simplest versions of chaotic inflation [2], where H can be as large as Mp,
i.e. it can easily exceed the GUT scale. That is why chaotic inflation [2], and especially
eternal chaotic inflation [23], where some parts of the universe may stay for a long time in
a state with H approaching Mp, provided the best justification of the anthropic principle:
The universe can probe all possible vacua even if they are separated by the barriers of
nearly Planckian height.
In this respect the fast-roll inflation can provide an additional assistance: Even if the
evolution of the universe does not begin in the slow-roll regime, very large fluctuations of
the fields with masses |m2χ| ≪ H2 may still be generated. This may divide the universe into
large domains with different laws of low-energy physics, and then the size of each domain
may continue growing exponentially during a subsequent stage of a slow-roll inflation.
3.3 Can we use the fast-roll inflation to solve the moduli and gravitino prob-
lems?
It is most tempting to think about the possibility that a short stage of the fast-roll inflation
at the electroweak scale or below it may solve the cosmological moduli and gravitino prob-
lems. Indeed, we have seen that the fast-roll inflation in the simplest model of spontaneous
symmetry breaking with v = 1 and m = 102 GeV may lead to expansion of the universe by
a factor of 107, see Eq. (2.31). For m < 102 GeV the inflationary expansion is even much
greater. Meanwhile for solving the gravitino and moduli problems in most cases it would
be sufficient to have inflation by a factor of 104 − 105 at m,H ∼< 102 GeV, if the scalar
field φ after inflation decays into ultra-relativistic particles. This would increase the total
entropy of the universe by a factor of 1012 − 1015. Typically this is sufficient for solving
the gravitino and moduli problems.
As we have seen, it is quite possible to obtain inflation by a factor of 104 − 105 in the
simplest models of the fast-roll inflation. And it is even easier to add few extra e-folds to
the stage of thermal inflation [30], which was specifically invented to solve the gravitino
and moduli problem. It was usually assumed that thermal inflation ends as soon as the
temperature drops down and the field begins to fall from the top of the effective potential.
This assumption is often correct for the models with the scale of spontaneous symmetry
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breaking v ≪ 1 [30]. However, as we have seen above, for v ∼ 1 the universe may inflate by
an additional factor 107 after the field starts falling from the top of the effective potential.
This is a very encouraging result. However, whereas the fast-roll inflation followed by a
prolonged stage of slow-roll inflation is a rather safe and interesting possibility, the models
where inflation in the early universe ends up with a stage of a fast-roll inflation should be
approached with some caution. The reason is that if the fast-roll inflation begins directly
at the top of the effective potential, the adiabatic density perturbations produced at that
stage may be too large.
3.4 Adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations from the fast-roll inflation
Let us make a simple (and crude) estimate of the amplitude of the adiabatic density
perturbations produced during the fast-roll inflation. According to [6],
δρ
ρ
∼ Hδφ
φ˙
, (3.5)
where δφ is the amplitude of the scalar field fluctuations generated during the time H−1.
For |m2| = O(H2) one can take δφ ∼ H
2π , just like in the slow-roll inflation. For the initial
value of the scalar field φ ∼ m/2π ∼ H/2π, which corresponds to the initial level of the
exponentially growing quantum fluctuations, one finds φ˙ ∼ m2/2π, and δρρ = O(1).
Adiabatic perturbations produced at later stages of the fast-roll inflation have a much
smaller amplitude (they have a very steep red spectrum), so typically they do not lead to
any harmful or desirable consequences. But the consequences of the large perturbations
produced at the very beginning of the process may be quite devastating if they are not
erased by a subsequent stage of the slow-roll inflation. For example, if density of the
universe after inflation is dominated by nonrelativistic matter or by the energy of the
oscillating scalar fields, these perturbations can lead to a copious production of black holes
of mass Mbh ∼ M
2
p
H e
3Ht∗ .
This issue have been discussed for the first time in the context of a specific version of
the hybrid inflation scenario proposed in [25]. In this model it was assumed that after the
standard stage of hybrid inflation, when the field moved slowly along a flat valley, there was
a second stage of inflation during the process of spontaneous symmetry breaking. It was
assumed that the amplitude of the symmetry breaking field is O(Mp), and the curvature
of the effective potential was of the same order as H2. As a result, the second stage of
inflation was short; it was very similar to the fast-roll inflation discussed in our paper.
The main difference was that the model of Ref. [25] was rather complicated; two fields
were changing simultaneously during the second stage of inflation. In order to study this
process it was necessary to use a specific combination of analytical and numerical methods
[26]. The result obtained in [26] is that for the particular values of parameters taken in
[25] the perturbations produced at the beginning of the second stage of inflation are too
large, which leads to a significant overproduction of black holes. However, it is possible to
change the parameters in such a way as to suppress density perturbations and avoid the
problem of the black hole production [26].
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The problem of black hole production does not arise at all if the fast-roll inflation is
followed by a long stage of the slow-roll inflation, as discussed in Section 3.2. Similarly, this
problem does not appear if the fast-roll inflation occurs at the present epoch, as described
in Section 3.1. However, if one wants to have a fast-roll inflation at an intermediate scale
in order to solve the moduli and gravitino problem, one should take this problem into
account.
In addition to adiabatic perturbations with red spectrum sharply falling at large mo-
menta, fast-roll inflation can produce isocurvature fluctuations with flat spectrum, related
to the perturbations of light fields χ. Historically, such perturbations were expected to
be very small [31], but later it was shown that they can be as large and important as the
adiabatic ones [32]. Isocurvature perturbations with flat spectrum usually do not lead to
satisfactory cosmological consequences, but they can be converted to adiabatic ones if the
fields χ decay to radiation at the stage when they give a substantial contribution to the
total energy density of the universe [33, 34]. Thus in general one can use the fast-roll infla-
tion as a source of adiabatic perturbations with flat spectrum, but this is a rather baroque
possibility.
4. Conclusions
The standard inflationary paradigm is based on the idea of slow-roll inflation with |V ′′| =
|m2| ≪ H2. The slow-roll regime provides the simplest way to solve major cosmological
problems and, simultaneously, to produce adiabatic perturbations with flat spectrum. But
it may be useful to expand our toolbox a bit. It is quite possible that there was more than
one inflationary stage. The first one happened in the very early universe, at the density
that could be almost as large as the Planck density, ρ ∼< M4p . We believe that the slow-roll
condition should be satisfied at that stage. The second one apparently takes place right
now, at a density that is 120 orders of magnitude smaller than the Planck density. As it
was shown above (see also [9]), this stage of inflation can be very long even if the slow-roll
condition |m2| ≪ H2 is strongly violated, so that |V ′′| = |m2| ∼ 104H2!
A good thing about the fast-roll inflation is that the relation |V ′′| = |m2| = O(H2)
naturally appears in a large class of realistic models. Therefore it is quite possible that a
stage of the fast-roll inflation could occur not only at the present epoch, but also before or
after the stage of the slow-roll inflation in the very early universe. This is a very interesting
possibility that deserves further investigation.
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